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FABRIC FABLES

Everything you need to infuse patterns and textures at home
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IN THIS ISSUE
In compiling our Fabrics Issue, we spoke to
homeowners and industry professionals and
recall some of their insights
ʌ౨̠ᖚऋፎc҈ࠨᇼԞ۰˚พވਿࡼʗԔʑྭ༅

MASSIMO BRANCATI | CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF
STUDIOART LEATHER INTERIORS
Leather is like wood or stone, a natural material that can either be
contemporary or classic, depending on how it is used. We try to use
it like a material, not just for what’s expected.
͊ࠎగΣ˃ҥ͏ҥc഼˝БؿᎶ͂ʿβc̚˿˞ܰˤֶؿʨಳ
ࢿذe҈ࠨϬͅೕcɺ̋ട̚ؿདࢿࢽϤϷe

VINCE LIM | CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF LIM+LU
We think of our home as a living museum. Certain items are very special.
҈ࠨҐϬɯࡼؿཫιذᎂcיടྦྷ҈รԮ෮ຮؿАۂe

NICOLAS ROCHE | CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF ROCHE BOBOIS
We go everywhere in the world and try to find new talent –
especially young talent. I think it's our role to find designers and give
them a chance.
҈ࠨ༝Ӷ˖ވΈΔఖҒณɁɷcऋПܰαႦɁɡe҈c҈ࠨؿஐͨΕ
כఖҒஉ߮cݯˢࠨԞዀผe

KERRIE BROWN | TEXTILE DESIGNER AND FOUNDER OF

Exclusive Distributor of Textiles,
Wallcoverings, Leather and Lighting
ALTFIELD INTERIORS
1101 Nine Queen’s Road, Central, Hong Kong
Tel: 2525 2738
showroom@altfield.com.hk www.altfield.com.hk
@altfieldinteriorshk

KERRIE BROWN
As a child, I was always obsessed with fashion and so made endless
outfits for my dolls. I dropped into being a movie production
designer and set decorator by chance when one of my close friends
was directing a film. What I’m doing now is just a different track on
that road as I’m still obsessed with fabrics and wallpaper as well.
ۦ೧ࣂ౨҈ؿรෲࣂcผ۟۟ݗݯႇАಲသϸཚeΕ৫ಳዀผɎιȿ
ཋᄧႇАஉ߮ౡཚcΐԅࣂτΡʤܞኒཋᄧeଊΕԯྡྷӶΕ
ȹ༞༏ؿɩʗʻбc҈ᑹܰڈ௩ෲ̠ᖚᏳफ़k
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MASSIMO BRANCATI

THERE'S
STUDIOART LEATHER INTERIORS REVEALS
MORE TO LEATHER THAN MEETS THE EYE
02

Massimo Brancati, the environmentally-focused creative director of Italian brand Studioart
Leather Interiors, talks us through the 10th anniversary collection and why we should think
outside the box when bringing leather into our homes.
The leather business was started 50 years ago by my grandfather, so it’s really a
family business. In the group we have three companies: Studioart, which focuses on interiors
and is led by my mother; the tannery, Montebello, that is 50 years old and works with
the fashion industry; and then we have Gemata, which is a company that makes tannery
machines.
My background is in architecture and I graduated in sustainability and landscape so I
always try to reduce the environmental impact of my work.
For our 10th anniversary we wanted to explore some other points of view to our
products. I designed a collection, drawing on nature for my inspiration. We also worked with
Giorgia Zanellato, who comes from more of a fabric background and introduces a feminine
touch, and with Elaine Yan Ling Ng from The Fabrick Lab, who presents a more eclectic style,
more colours, sharper angles.
In the future we might continue to collaborate with other designers to bring more
fresh perspectives to the company; through this experience, we realised that everyone
learns something.
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෮ɣСۂಶStudioart Leather Interiors෮ᐢဟMassimo BrancatiΉ˞ྊړөکݯᕀcʌω
ˢၤ҈ࠨʗԔ10՚αӡͶcԎᇹԷΕࡼ͊ࠎʏॖؿ௩২ؒe
͊ࠎԑพϬ50ᾳکीˎፒcΊଲԯྡྷܰࡼપ́෮eඑ྆ʑ҈ࠨኟτɍɣʔ̇iඑ
ɻ۩ʑஉ߮dͅෞෞეኒؿStudioarth༠50αዃ̌ࠎ͊ؿᄥMontebellocၤࣂވАh
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From the Urban range in
caramel.
02

Creative director Massimo
Brancati.
03

A mix of shades from the
Losange range.
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̊̔ᑹτGematacႇֺτ͊ࠎᄥؿዀኂe
҈ኟτۺዾӡ߇ౡcଓพܛ˿כᙩೕࢄ්ྊஉ߮cАᐢผသɈಕʭྦྷྊؿᄧᚊe
ԞԷ10՚αc҈ࠨѴશদϬࡼଐ̊ؿۂȹᜮᒨe҈˞ɣϬಳݯஉ߮ӡͶcԎၤ
ኟτ̠ᖚ߇ౡؿGiorgia ZanellatoАcྦྷʿݯАۂɃᄒఊᒨ၈ೕe̊̔cᑹτԞϬThe

Fabrick LabؿElaine Yan Ling Ngc؇Ƀɺדȹࣟࣟࠓؿc˞ʥᘖय़ϳڛໃӯ۹e
҈ࠨΕ̰Ԟֶผᘗᙩ།ԯˢஉ߮Аcݯʔ̇؇Ƀณࣩࢠc༦ܰωc҈ࠨೕ
ଊΈɁɖॶɻነୌɺʭՙe
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Ours is a product that can be totally customised. It’s very
difficult to re-create the same wall in the same colour with the same
finish because we have so many options – everyone is able to express
their own style.
We can add treatments that make the leather waterproof and
oilproof. But in a humid climate like Hong Kong’s, air circulation is the
best way to look after leather.
Leather is like wood or stone – a natural material that can either
be contemporary or classic depending on how it is applied. We try to
use leather like a material, not just for what’s expected.
With my job I can travel, I can design, I can get involved in
production… and I love it, which is one of the most important things.
҈ࠨؿଐͲۂ˿˞ऋႇeଓc҈ࠨኟτؿፕእྡྷΕʪΛȿc
ɁɁɖ˿˞τྦྷϬͅdೕዟऋࠓࣟc۾ᗒʹ௰˞ȹᅼཚdȹᔿ
ϳࠇଊȹᏳࢽe
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A textured white
wallcovering from the
Ginkgo City collection.
02

The Ricamo Daisy
wallcovering in white.
03

A bi-colour wallcovering
from the Dett range.
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҈ࠨผ˱ɃऋП୮ଉc̨ˮԉˋԉࠎ͊ؿؖeЎ୮ӸΣࠗಋ
ؿᅸᏦΔਂc߬ΡΡᙶଉ͊ࠎଐͲۂ഼˝ݚࣩيe
͊ࠎగཫ˃ҥֶ͏ҥc഼˝Ꮆ͂ʿβcܰ̚ȹိ˿˞ܰˤֶ
ؿʨಳࢿذe҈ࠨཹҐ͊ࠎАټᙔঁАcϤࠉ̋ڈԹ̚כ෮
ࢿɻࢽؿe
ɮАᜑ҈˿˞̒୮ࣁ༝dϬͅஉ߮dၤႇАmm҈ྦྷᅥΕԯ
ɻcᒨڈࠇ߬e

